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1. A B S T R A C T 

This report summarizes the material covered in two lectures given during 

the summer of 1988. The same two lectures were given at both the Banff Summer 

Institute and the Advanced Study Institute on Techniques and Concepts of High 

Energy Physics at St. Croix. In both cases the audience was a mixture of recent and 

soon-to-be Ph.D.'s. The original intent of these lectureB was to discuss the early 

physics results from the MARKII program at the SLC. Given the delayed start of 

this program, the focus of the lectures was changed to discuss the detailed studies 

which have been carried out on how to extracl the physics. To put the discussion of 

the measurements in context, a brief summary of the Standard Model is present «-d 

along with a discussion of the MARKII detector and the energy measurement 

spectrometers. In areas where there has been little or no change from previous 

write-ups which I have done,1 1 have lifted the text from these write- ups. However, 

where the techniques have improved, this report reflects those diangra. 

2. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The discovery at CER.N2 of the Z° in pp collisions was a spectacular achieve

ment. Background-free signals in both the Z° —• e + e ~ and Z° —* fi*ft~ channels 

were seen which provided the first direct observation of the neutral weak force car

rier. However, because of the difficulties inherent in the pp environment, detailed 

studies of the decays of the Z°, and hence, detailed studies of the weak inlerariion, 

were not possible. The main difficulties are two-fold (refer to Fig. 1): 
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1. Z" production is a Bmall part of the total pp collision cross Bection. There 

is no way to "tune" the hard collision! constituent subenergy s, to the Z" 

mass. Rather one is at the mercy of the overlap of the distribution functions 

cf l i e two partons to conspire to provide i = M\. 

2. Once a Z" is produced it muBt be detected in the presence of the large 

hadroqic debris which results from the partons which did not participate in 

the hard collision. The only practical method for beating down these large 

backgrounds is to tag the Z" using its leptonic decay modes. This has the 

disadvantage of a small yield (BF(Z° —» e+e~,/*"•>" = 3%) and does not 

permit an unbiased and systematic study of all the decay modes of the Z°. 

Fig. 1. A pictorial view of pp collision in which a u quark from the 
proton and a u quark from the anti-proton combine to form a Z°. The 
remaining partona produce debris in the form of hadronic jets. The Z" 
is envisaged to decay to an electron-positron pair which will he distinc
tive enough to unravel them from the hadrons, thereby forming a tag 
for the Ze. 

The collider results provide us with a relatively crude measurement of the 

Z" mass: 

Mz. = 91.5 ± 1 . 2 ±1 .7 GeV/c 2 (UA2) , 

Mz. = 9 3 . 3 ± 1 . 0 ± 3 . 1 GeV/c 2 (UA!) . 
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This measurement is systematica limited, the major problem being the lack of 
precise knowledge of the calorimeter energy scale (the measurement comes from 
the Z" -* e + e~ mode). 

The next major step in improving our understanding of the Z° will come 
from studies at the SLC and LEP which will provide a background-free data set of 
Z° produced via e+e~ collisions. This environment overcomes the problems of the 
pp colliders; one is able to tune the collision energy precisely to the Z°(s = s), Z° 
particle production totally dominates all other processes and Z°'s can be studied 
in an unbiased, debris-free environment. 

3. THE STANDARD MODEL A N D ITS APPLICATION 
TO e+e- - » 2 ' - . / / 

For most of these lectures we will a«uri'-° Lhe Standard Model. When we 
look beyond the Standard Model, we will develop whatever formalism we need. 
The goal of thiB Section is not to be complete or detailed—but merely to build a 
foundation from which we can extract useful experimental tests at the Z°, 

The Standard Model is characterized by the gauge group 

SU(3) e c l „ASU(2)AU(l ) . 

Leptons are pointlike particles which couple to the gauge bosons of SU(2) through 
their weak charge and to the photon of U(l) through their electric charge. There 
are six leptons e,/t,T, and their zero mass partners ve,vp, and vT. There are 
six quarks u,d,s,c,b and t which carry color and there are three color staLes for 
each quark. Leptons have no color charge and are therefore "blind to the strong 
interaction. 

The left-handed fermions are arranged in weak iso-doublets 

("') ("") ("T) T 3 = i / 2 

\ e / L VP/i \T/L 1/2 
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W l W i \»)L - 1 / 2 ' 

where 7j is the 3rd component of the weak charge. The primes on the quarks 

indicate that flavor conservation in the quark sector is not perfect. This generation 

mixing can be summarized by the elements of the Kobayashi-M^uskawa matrix 

the most familiar component being the Cabibbo angle which tells us that the 

d quark has ~ 5% strange quark admixture. More succinctly, in the quark sector 

the weak eigenstates are related by a rotation main : to the mass ei gens tales. We 

notice in passing, the peculiarity of the three generations; (lie t'e, f, u and d being 

the members of the lightest generation. The Standitrd Model does not explain why 

nature chooses to replicate itself in this peculiar manner. 

Hight-hai.deti fermio«is appear in singlets, UR, dg . . . f/>. <-fl, (tR, fft and, 

sin-1' the i/s are inassleas, tiu're are no right-handed i>Y 7*3 = 0 for all right-handed 

Terminus. 

There are nine massless b'- »ons in the Standard Model— eight gluons and 

The photon. There are threr massive vector bosons H ' + , l i " and £ ° and, in 

the minimal model with one Higgs doublet, there is one neutral scalar, / / ° . Glu-

ons carry rolor (unlike photons which don't carry charge) and hence S U ( 3 ) r o | o r 

is non -Abeliari. Sinrf gluons carry rolor, they can couple to other gluons. The 

polarization of (he QCI) vacuum by virtual quark and gluon pairs results in an 

anti-screening of color charge. This can be contrasted with the screening of electric 

charge by virtual e+c~ pairs in QED. This anti-screening; leads to the notion of 

confinement of qiiarkb and the decrease of the strong coupling constant, « , , with 

increasing </J. Free quarks should not be seen, and this notion will be tested fit the 

Zu although not discussed further in these lectures, 

The Standard Mode! docs not predict masses for the fundamental particles. 

The W * . Z° masses, ignoring electroweak radiative effects, are given in terms of 
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the parameter sin11 0„.: 

y/2GF \uiii20«.7 

cos 2 6 m ~ y/2GF \£a29vta#9w) ' 

where o. is the fine structure constant and Gf is the Fenni coupling constant. The 

H° mass is expected 'u fall in tlie range 7.5 £ A//yo £ 103 GeV. This, however, is 

of no consolation to the experimentalist searching for the //". The presence of the 

neutral Higgs is crucial to the success of the Standard Model. 

There is nothing fundamental about the minimal lltggs scheme. The mode) 
is constrained by the measured value of p — 3 to contain explicitly doublets (as 
opposed to triplets). A non-minimal model with two doublets (eight fields) is 
perfectly acceptable. In this case, thref of the fields are needed to proviH* mass 
for the H , r ± and Z° leading five physical H'.ggs particles. These are (wo t.'-uirsii 
scalars, H° and //£; one pscudoscalar h" (oi'.en caJJed an axion): and two charged 
pseudoscalars HA and / /" . In such a model, tj e lower mass limit of 7.r> Ge\ '• " 
no longer pertains. 

The etectroweak interactions of all the gauge fields aie specified by the 
model and are determined by t-, the electric charge, and one free parameter 0,,.. 
Spinors couple to th<" photon field with strength e and lo the Z(' with strength 

- • / - (if1 - Osin'O =2S>(^)1'2 (if1 -<?*„'#„) sinflu,cos0„ \ J / \ V2 J \ ' 

where R/L indicates left and right couplings and Q is the charge of the fernuou. 

Aside from Higgs and fermion masses, the hlectroweak theory is totally 
specified if we know a. G/. and Af/; a and GF are extremely accurately known 
(better than one part in 10 s). whereas \?z is known only lo about 2%. A pretise 
measurement of Mz will constrain considerably the Standard Model. 

Mw = 

M\>* 

c 



e*(p+) UqJ 

y^^X + y^\ 

For almost all the physics discussed in these lectures, we are interested in 
the basic process e + e~ —» / / where the symbol / signifies a fundamental fermion, 
either a quark or a lepton. There are two processes which contribute to the cross 
section as shown in Fig. 2, namely e + e~ —» 7 — » / / and e+e~ -» Z° —» / / . The 
Standard Model specifies all the couplings and hence the cross section for these 
processes can be calculated. If 0 is the fermion. polar angle, the differential cross 
section has the form3 

dafj _ ***Q*D + ^ _ aQfDGFM*{s -_»£)_ 

[(fle - Le)(Rf + Lf){l+ooa29) + 2(Rt~Le){Rf - Lf)cos9] 
(1) 

DG2

FM*s 
+ 64r[(* - M})2 + M}T\\ 

[(ft; + L\){R) + L})(\ + cos 20) + 2(Rl - l\){R) - £} )c»»] , 

where (?^ is the fermion charge, 5 = £ | . m . , Mz the mass of the Z° and Z? takes into 
account the number of color degrees of freedom. For / = quark, D = 3; otherwise 
D = 1. The left- and right-handed weak coupling constants are given by 

Lf = T{~Qfsia29w 

Rj = -Qj sin* 6W . 
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The three terms in the cross section are the purely electromagnetic contribution, 
the interference between the weak and electromagnetic diagrams and the purely 
weak contribution. Notice that (a) the interference term disappears at -Js = Mg 
as it should (b) the first term )6 just the point QED differential cross section and 
(c) at y/a = Mz, the purely weak term dominates. 

ao 

52 

~ 70, L 
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i€ V 
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100 
•* • J i • » > 1 

1000 

F15. & The cross section for e+e~ —* 7, Z° —• / / 05 calculated m Me 
Standard Model. The cc and bb threshold behavior ane omitted from the 
plot. 

It is illustrative to integrate over cos $ and plot the cross section as a func
tion of Ec.m. = y/s. This is shown in Fig. 3 for hadronic final states. One sees 
that below the region of the Z° mass, the purely electromagnetic cross section 
dominates as is reflected by the E~]^ behavior. On the Z° pole however the weak 
cross section dominates, providing IO3 times more particle production than the 
electromagnetic process. This is part of the magic of running at the Z°—the Z° 
provides an enormous enhancement in event rate over running in the continuum 
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(i.e.. off resonance). Studying e + e~ interactions at ~ 92 GeV in the absence of 
the Z° with the SLC or LEP would be ex- tremely painful if not in many cases im

possible. The presence of the Z°, however, renders these relatively low luminosity 

machines capable of very high event rates. 

Let us now return to da/dco&9 and consider running at s — A/ | , namely 
on the Z° pole. Changing notation to axial and vector coupling constants 

a=\{L-R) and V = L(L + R) , 

one finds I = a + v, R = v - at L2 + R2 = 2(c* + t>2), L2 - R2 - 4av and 

7~i = tT^ IK" + «*X«J + »J)d + «-"#)+ «*.«,«,», cos «] . tfcostf (2) 

It. is useful to tabulate the couplings and the sum of their squares. Assuming 
s\n2&w — 0.23 (which we will do throughout for convenience) we find the values 
in Table I. 

Table I 

Q T3 a V a2 + v2 

C./J.T -l -1/2 -1/2 -.04 .2516 
"c"/i. "r 0 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 

d,s,b -1/3 -1/2 -1/2 -.347 .370 
u,c,t +2/3 +1/2 1/2 .193 .287 | 

We turn our attention bark to £q. (2), The term linear in cos<? contributes 
a front back asymmetry, Ap-B- &F-H & v*Vf which, for ch^rc*H Jcptons, is a 
very small number. However, a measurement of Aps for charged leptonb ..,.,<* 
great sensitivity to sin26„, as we will see later in this section. Since f£cosBdd = 0, 
the term linear in rosff does not contribute to the total cross section. 

0 



Integrating the term in {1 + cos 20) yields the total cross section for pro

ducing a final state / / at the Z° : 

z 

We otnit here the derivation of T\z, but note that 

where i ranges over all fundamental fermions and D, is the color factor (three for 

quarks, one for leptons). We can obtain erpoinU which is the leptori point QED 

cross section, from the first tenn in Eq. (1): 

ĵxrim = ^ g - / ( l + cos z#) dcosO 

AKQ2 87 nb 

3s 

Hence, we can write 

14) "ft _ ^ ( c / + "/>(•£ + ««) 
" <T p o i B t 1 6 « 2 ( l - 2 x w + 8x5,/3)2 " 

where xw = sin 2 6W. 

Assuming five quarks and x w = 0.23, we find the total cross snclion 

= 47 rit (no radiative corrections) 

= 37 nb (with radiative corrections). 

Table 11 shows the R values (not radiatively corrected) and the branching frac 

lion for each process. We notice that the Z° decays predominantly to hadrons 
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Table II 

CHANNEL 
HJf (%) 

each vv 319 6.1 

ti+fi~ , T+T", e+e— 160 3.1 

uu, cc, ti 550 10.6 

dd, w, lA 709 13.6 

* We have ignored t channel diagrams 
which are only important at small val
ues of 0. 

{BF(Z° -» hadrons) = 72%), and that the weak interaction (modulo the color 
factor) is rather democratic. One therefore produces roughly equal amounts of 
Z* —» bb ?.nd Z" ~* cc, in contrast to the electromagnetic interaction where quark 
production rates go like the electric charges squared and, hence, one gets four times 
as niu< h cc production as 66 production. 

The physics at the Z° cannot be extracted without paying careful attention 
'.o the effects of radiative corrections. In lowest order, the Za line shape is a Breil 
W'igner which is characterized by three parameters: mass, width and peak cross 
se' lion. Radiative corrections, and most notably initial state p* Bremssl rah Jung, 
will alter these quantities significantly. A complete treatment of this subject goes 
way beyond ll-ese lectures, but is covered very clearly and thoroughly in Ref 4. 
Urn* we will simply indicate the results as they effect the measurements and com
ment that, due to the considerable effort of the past few years (as summarized in 
Ki , r 5, no measurements will be limited in precision by our present understanding 
of the radiniive corrections. Other measurement errors will always dominate. 

In the absence of a resonance, initial state Bremsstrahlung in e + e~ collisions 
lowers Lhe effective collision energy, which raises the cross section (o e+,- "- Etf^). 
Given a giant resonance like the Z°, one must convolute the Bremsstrahlung spec
trum with the resonance line .shape, altering significantly the resonance parani-
mers. As discussed in Ref 4 there are two classes of corrections to consider 
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electroweak and QCD. These are shown schematically in Fig. 4. QCD corrections 

occur, of course, only in final states involving hadronic production. 

A SIMPLE GUIDE TO RADIATrVE CORRECTIONS 

OCD QED + WEAK 

Final StaJfc Gluon 
Radial ion 

Changes T Wtdlh 

= £=<* 
OBLIQUE (LOOP) 

• Changes eltecltve 
couplings 

• Contributions from 
particles heavier tfian 1° 

• Sensitive lo physics 
beyond standard model 

3 U Q L < 0 . 1 7 % 
small1 

INITIAL STATfc 

Do Change, 
Collision , 

• Distort Zc line shape 
Large effect' 

Oan'i Change 
Ec m 

• Don l dislort 
line shape 

• Modify the 
normalization 

Fig. 4' A diagramalic guide to radiative corrections lo e + e " Za 

They are proportional to a„'fn « 4% and directly effect tht* Z" width. Final state 

electromagnetic corrections are at the level of 3aQ^/4ir < 0.17 and ran safely 

be ignored. Oblique corrections (sec Fig. 4) contain internal loops or leptons and 

bosons and have the effect of changing th<* effective couplings. They can involve 

particles in the loops which are heavier than the Z°, and hence have sensitivity, 

in principle, to physics beyond the Standard Model. Initial s ta te electromagnetic 

radiation can occur without a change in collision energy via vertex correction 

diagrams which do not distort the line shape but modify the overall normalization. 

Finally, there are the initial state BremssLrahlung corrections which are by far the 
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largest effect. They do change the collision energy and hence distort the Z° line 
shape in a substantial way. As discussed above and extensively in Ref. 4, I lie 
effects of the initial state QED radiation are now very well understood. The two 
second-order calculations available and the exponentiated first-order calculation 
agree remarkably well. Generators incorporating this theoretical input are also 
available for understanding the effects of detector inadequacies. Figure 5 shows 
the Z° —• p+ft~ cross section (Ms = 93 GeV/c 2) for four different calculations. 
One sees clearly that first-order would be insufficient, but the agreement between 
the two second-order and the exponentiated first-order are excellent. So, while 
the radiative effects shift the observed mass up by about 100 MeV/c 2 and raise 
r , by about 3%, these shifts are now believed to be understood at a level of 
<10 MeV. The intrinsic experimental errors in measuring these quantities are 
more like 30 MeV; hence the statement that the precision of the Z" mass and 
width measurements will not be subject to the present accuracy of tin* effects of 
radiative corrections. 

-O 
Q. 

A. 
O 

I I I I 
1" Order 

— Exp. First Order 
2nd Order 

— Exp. First Order 
2nd Order 

— Exp. Second Order 
1400 

1350 

fi * \ 
1300 - / / - — \ \ -

/ / ' V lfc f l ' v «. / / * . \ * 
i 9 * n lxf\ i A 

92.8 93.0 93.2 
(GeV) 

93.4 
• M 1 A 7 

Fig. 5. The effect of etectroweak radiative corrections on the Z° —* 
fi+H~ civus section. Four different calculations are shown as indicated 
by the figure key. 
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Returning then to the predictions of the Standard Model, f* is given by 

r' = £fl> ( "' + 0 5 , , 1 + 6') 

where 6j = radiative correr'-*>ns; 6/ — 3oQj 4JT for leptons, = QjK for quarks. 
Hence for five quarks, sin*'... — 0.23 and including the radiative corrections, the 
Standard Model predicts 

I%{5 quarks) = 2-54 CeV . 

If r* is significantly larger than this value, there must exist physics beyond the 

Standard Model. The bench mark for measuring increases in the width is the 

contribution of one massless v, namely 

H Z 0 -^ vv, = 1G0 MeV . 

Now, leptons or quarks produced at the Z° will necessarily be heavy given 

the limits from TRISTAN, PETRA and the pp collider at CERN. In this ca.se -

TTijfMx si 1 - we must take into account threshold effects. In a general way we 

can write 

^jL = f(/)f,o) *(*,, = o) 

and 

where /?/ is the fermion velocity and ntf is the fermion mass. For victor couplings 

/(/?/ ,*) = - | ^ 0/10 + cos2tf) + (1 ~ 8})S\n20] 

and 

\A 

http://ca.se


For axial-vector couplings 

/ ( f t i * ) - T 7 r 0 / ( 1 + « " * * ) 16v 

and 

/<£/) = # • 

Therefore, for the t quark with velocity fit, the correct form of the contribution to 

thr Z° width is [see Eq. (3)] 

Figure 6 shows the suppression of it relative to a full strength (light) charge two-
thirds quark as a function of the ( quark mass. Since we know from TRISTAN 
that Mi 7t 27.5 GeV/c 2 , the it final state at the Z° is suppressed at least to 0.6 of 
the tiii rate. 

X 
u.to 

^ 
4 

_J 
5 <0 30 35 40 45 50 

wi (Gev; .!n>i 

Ii<; 6. Thf suppression factvr of it decays of the Z° as a function of M%. 
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Because the weak interaction is parity violating, the reaction Z° —* / / lias 

a forward-backward charge asymmetry. The number of / ' s produced at 9 do not 

K^i,*i the number of f's produced &% ir —0. From the master Eq. (2) we see this 

manifested in the terms linear in cos5, which lead to the asymmetry: 

*-"'g&*+r.,te*~Nf+N? ' 
where Nf(N?) is the number of fermious in the forward (backward) hemisphere 

relative to the incoming e~ direction. On the Z° pole 

jr _ SaevtafVj 

which is quadratic in the vector coupling. Since the vector coupling for the leptons 
is small, -Af—B is a very small number for the charged leptons. For /i-pairs, which 
is experimentally a very attractive channel, 

A» 3 ( 1 ~ 4 s i " 2 9 w ) i 

F~B 4(1 - 4 sin 2 P,,, + 8sin 4 3U,) 2 

= 1.9% for sin 2 8W = 0.23, 4.2% for sin 2 Bw = 0.22 . 

However, despite the Bmallness of AF^g, it has considerable sensitivity to siir 0W, 
namely 

dEJn29w _ 1 dAF_B 

sin 2 tfw " 23 AF_B ' 

Hence, large errors in AF_B are significantly beaten down by the large fartor of 23. 

Quark asymmetries are much larger because vq » ty. in particular for Z° —» bb, 

AF_B=U% and , v =T^-TS-S-
sin 9W 12 AF_g 

An additional problem in measuring charge asymmetries is the rapid dependence 
of the asymmetry on the collision energy Eem, as shown in Fig. 7 for Z° —» / J + / J ~ 
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and Z° —¥ bb. Hence, intrinsic errora in £ „ , (expected to be ~ 30 MeV) contribute 

significantly to the error in Ap-a- Rw Z° -» / i+fi - , dA»jdEcm » 1%/100 MeV 

and for Z° -» bb, dA*fdE„n ~ 0.2%/100 MeV. Again, the ji-pair channel is much 

more problematical than the bb final state. 

M z =93 GeV/c 2 

0.4 J 1 1 1 ' _ 

0.2 — 

AF-B 
— — 

-0.2 — 

-0.4 
~ | 1 

I 

1 1 r 
89.2 91.2 93.0 94.8 96.6 

0.16 -

0.12 — 

'F-B 
0.08 

0.04 — 

1 2 - 6 A • c m . 

95 97 
(GeV) 6202AE 

Fig, 7. The dependence of the foward backward asymmetry on £ c m and 
for Z° —f n+ft~ and bb. 

This, then, summarizes the theoretical predictions of the Standard Model. 
Figure 8 is a cartoon depiction of what Standard Model Z° decays will look like 
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e+e - -*- vv {only via the weak interaction) 

V •« • # *•***• v Invisible! 

e+e - * e * e ' o r e * e _ - * n V 

e > — • — 
e" Backlo-back 

leptons with 
energy-Ebaam 

e+e - -*• t*t ' 

(74%) 
jt(ys) 

(24%) |* 
*(r 's > 

^ e Almost back-to-back charged 
itlVs) P r o n B s e n e r S y < Ebaam 

(and possibly some photons) 
it 

* <fs) 3+1 Charged Prongs {and 
possibly some photons) 

e+e - -•• qq - • Hadrons 

Mulli-Jet Events wild on 
average 12 charged 
pariicfes and 12 pholons. 

Fig. 8. A schematic representation of the primary expectations for Z° 
decays in the Standard Model. 

in the detector. This will be the menu of expected events. 

Despite its tremendous success, l i e Standard Model is sorely lacking as our 

ultimate theory. Presumably it is an excellent low energy approximation for the 

ultimate theory; few people believe that it will not be eclipsed. 

There are many problems with the Standard Model. There are too many 
parameters (18), numbers which must be inserted by hand. It does not unify the 
forces, nor does it explain the pattern of masses or the presence of the genera
tions. The Higgs mechanism is ad hoc and very unnatural, requiring exquisitely 
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fine tuuirg to achieve its aim. These are but a few of the objections. It is most 
likely, thaf without further experimental clues, we will not make rapid progress in 
selecting the appropriate direction in which to depart from this model. Therefore, 
one of the major thrusts or the Z° studies will be to look for physics beyond the 
Standard Model. A large part of this write-up, then, is directed towards measure
ments winch test the validity of the 3-generation Standard Model or which search 
for physics which is not directly contained ic this model. The more pedestrian, 
but extremely rich, measurements which extend our knowledge of the presently 
known quarks and leptons are largely ignored. It should not escape the reader's 
attention that unprecedeatly large samples of quarks and leptons will be produced 
in Z" decays which will greatly enhance our knowledge about their properties. 

As U well known, there do exist extensions and alternatives to the Standard 
Model. Typically, these models are aimed at a much more natural solution to the 
mass, hierarchy problem. Supersymmetry (SUSY) and Technicolor are leading 
examples of .such models, and it is entirely possible that these ideas are important 
puces in the ultimate solution of the puzzle. These two models have a richer 
lliy:* sport rim', than the minimal Standard Model; both charged and neutral Higgs 
scalar- must exist, if these ideas ar correct. In addition, new constituents are 
predicted: slcptons and squarks for SUSY, technipions for Technicolor. With 
an increased particle spectrum then, these models are amenable to experimental 
verification. 

Whi.t will be the role of the Z° in this quest for a better theoretical under
standing? 

i. Wo will bo able to make much more precise tests of the electroweak sector 
of the Standard Model than are known today. Perhaps under such CIOFP 

scrutiny, chinks will begin to appear in the now formidable armor. 

2. Tlie tup quark can be sought. While such a discovery would not violate any
thing in the Standard Mod<?l, a f quark mass as low as Aft{2 is getting very 
hnrd to accommodate in the parameter space of the 3-generation Standard 
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Model. Recent measurements, particularly BB mixing, tend to indicate a top mass 

>50 GeV/c 2 in a 3-generation model. 

3. The generation problem can be confronted, either by direct searches for 4th 
generation charged fermions or by neutrino counting. Neutral heavy leplons 
are also easily found if they have masses below A/2/2. 

4. The Higgs sector can be studied both in the neutral and charged domain. 

5. Searches for indications of physics beyond the Standard Model fSUSY or 

Technicolor objects) can be performed. Additional heavy bosons will show 

up as loop corrections to tree graphs and are accessible using polarized t~ 
beams. 

To pin down the predictions of the electroweak sector, we need to know three 
parameters which can be chosen to be o. Gf and A/*. The firs! two are known 
to exquisite accuracy (<1 part in 10 7}, but M. is only known to iibiv.it 29f. For
tunately this is measured with great precision r<3-5 MeV/r- <tt the SIX) with 
relatively few Z°'s and hence the model is immediately linuh more severely con
strained, I* is worth noting that while such a measurement sharfM-K? maiked'y the 
predictions of the model, it does not constitute a test of the mod<-l. To do that 
require an additional measurement as discussed later. 

To illustrate how physics at the Z° will precede. I will restrict myself almost 
entirely to studies which have been made by the MARKli group who will be 
the first detertor group to run at the SLC These studies incorporate realistic 
detector simulations (raw data is produced) and real data analysis proceduies. 
They should therefore represent realistic measures of the expecled efficiencies and 
errors. The analyses discussed here are more thoroughly covered in Ref. 5(dj. 
Clearly these studies have applicability to the LEP experiments -IIK! SLD (the 
MARKII replacement detector), although in most cases these detectors will bring 
more powerful tools to bear on the problem. 
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4. DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS; THE U P G R A D E D 
M A R K n DETECTOR 

The detector requirements must be well matched to the rigors of the envi
ronment. The Z° environment has been studied at great length and the interested 
reader can find summaries of these Btudies in Ref. 5. We mention here the essen
tial elements as they pertain to the design of a Z° detector. Figure 9 summarizes 
the main spectrum of Z° decays which we are interested in studying, where the 
final stale naming convention is given in tbe figure caption. We need to detect 
these final states efficiently and preserve the essential properties of the physics. 
We also need to monitor tbe integrated luminosity so that we can normalize the 
measurements. Precise measurement of the Z° mass and width require precise 
knowledge of the collision energy. For the SLC this is not provided by the machine 
and, hence, dedicated spectrometers had to be built. Characteristic decays of the 
unstable particles in Fig. 9 are given in Fig. 10. We notice that the epvjronmenl 
is characterized by the presence of high energy jets, leptons, and mhsing energy 
General detector requirements which follow then are: 

« " ' ^ « - . M ; T", v, q. ( + r , L". H -
vv 

Fig. 9. The basic e + e~ process where final states are produced via an 
intermediate photon or Z°. The notation is obvious except that q stands 
for a tfa.ark, H" the neutral Higgs scalar, & a charged leptou, H* a 
charged Higgs scalar and L ± a (ntw) heavy charged lepton. 

1. The ability to measure the detailed properties of high multiplicity, high en
ergy jets. These jets are typically comprised of 10 charged particles and 
10 photons all contained within a cone of half angle 5°. 
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2. The ability to measure and identify electrons and muons over a wide range 

of momenta (1-50 GeV/c). These leptons must be tagged both in isolation 

and in the center of the dense jets. 

3. The ability to measure as much of the collision energy as possible. Missing 
energy is a powerful too] for discovering new physics. 

4. The ability to tag charm and bottom jets which is likewise impo. i-atit for the 

discovery and exploitation of new physics. 

r TT~p~K~ 

Hotfron 
Jet Jet 

-r 

41B3A2 

Q 
* | 4 

q' 
h \ ^•r 

q " \ 

Jet 

H° ^ 
^ 

\ 

6-8* 

Fig, 10. Typical decays which result from the process in Fig. !) Tht 
symbol g otnvds for a gluon. 

In addition, there are muiy even', topologies involving multiple jet and multiple 
leptons which demands that one instrument the detector uniformly owr a large 
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solid angle. To satisfy these demands requires large solid angle tracking with 
multihit capability, large solid angle calorimetry, good hermeticity down to small 
(sa50 mrad) angles relative to the beam axes, nation and electron coverage over a 
large solid angle with hadron rejection > 10 3 for momenta above 1 GeV/c end an 
excellent vertex detector placed at as small a radius as possible. 

The MARKII detector was upgraded from its PEP configuration with an 
eye to satisfying as many of the above criteria as possible. The thrust of the 
MARKII program at the SLC was to begin with a well understood detector. The 
upgrades were made with sufficient haste so as to permit full checkout at PEP 
prior to installation at the SLC. Figure II shows an isometric view of the detector, 
Fig. 12 shows a *.jt through the transverse plane. The detector incorporates ex
cellent tracking, hermetic calorimetry down to IS mrads, excellent hadron/lepton 
separation and high resolution vertex detectors. It lacks hadron calorimetry and 
has no useful x/K/p separation above 2 GeV/c 

Tracking is achieved with a 72-Iayer drift chamber in combination with a 
5 kg magnetic field (non-cryogenic). The drift chamber has multihit electronics 
and a measured spatial resolution of 160 ftm. The tracking system is fully efficient 
out to coaB ~ 0.85 and drops to 50% around coaB ~ 0.9. The intrinsic momen
tum resolution, incorporating the SLC vertex constraint, is <rp/p2 = 0.2, ignoring 
'.lie effects of multiple scattering. Pulse height information is also available front 
the drift chamber, providing dE/dx information for electron identification with a 
resolution of 7.5%. Combining time-of-flight information with dE/dx provides ex
cellent hadron rejection for momenta in the range 500 MeV/c to 5 GeV/c. Above 
5 GcV/c. tht calorimetry is used with comparable rejection. All three systems 
provide hadron rejection > 10* for momenta above 500 MeV/c. 

The barrel plus endcap shower counters cover 95% of 4w and have an en
ergy resolution of 13%/y/E and 20%/VE (E in GeV), respectively. For high 
energy (>lGeV) isolated electrons they provide hadron rejection of > 10 2. The 
calorimeters have poorer rejection when the electrons are within a jet—in this case 
the power of the dE/dx systems is utilized. Figure 13 shows the calorimetry in 
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Fig. It. An isometric view of the MARKII. 

the forward direction. The small angle mooitor (SAM) provides hermeticity in 
the 50-200 mrad region, the mini-SAM in the 15-25 mrad region and an instru
mented mask in the region between these monitors. Additional cracks, like those 
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Fig. IS. A conventional view of one quadrant of the MARKII, 

between the endcap and SAM (see Fig. 13) and between adjacent liquid argon 
barrel modules are covered by relatively crude shower counters, whose main design 
goal v/as efficient detection of electromagnetic energy, albeit with poor energy and 
spatial resolution. These devices therefore act as effective veto counters so that 
events with electromagnetic energy leaking through the cracks don't masquerade 
as missing energy events. 
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Muons are detected in a 4-layer system which covers 75% of the solid angle. 
Above 2 GeV/c, hadron rejection is at the 10* level in this syBtem. The Bystcm is 
useful at momenta between 1 and 2 GeV/c only for isolated tracks. The time-of-
flight system has a resolution of 250 picoseconds. Its role is to augment the dE/dx 
in the "overlap" regions, help with the isolation of cosmic ray events and provide 
discovery potential for slow (heavy) particles like possibly free quarks. 

40 
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>w DISTANCE FROM INTERACTION POINT (cm) WMAI 

Fig. tS. Placement of tke MARKU small angle detectors. 

There are two vertex detectors, a high pressure drift chamber with 30 pm 
resolution (per wire) and 38 layers of wires plus a three layer silicon strip device 
with 5 firn resolution per layer, The inner-most silicon layer will be at a radius 
2.5 cm. These devices are not yet installed in the MARKII—installation is expected 
in mid-1989. 

Luminosity monitoring is achieved in the usual way using small angle Bhabha 
scattering (r channel e + e~ —* e + e~) . The cross section for the srattering falls off 
very rapidly with the angle relative to the incoming beam, dcr/d6 ~ fl~3, and to 
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lowest order in QED 

1 6 W # J 1 _ a a 

In order to achieve a useful counting rate one must therefore place luminosity 
monitors at small angles. This placement has a further advantage of avoiding 
contamination* from weak production, namely Z9 —* e + e ~ . 

The MARKII detector has two luminosity monitors. The SAM is a precise 
monitor which has nine layers of proportional wire tracking preceding the Bhower 
counters. The tracking chambers permit one to define a well understood solid 
angle and thereby control systematica. The SAM covers the angular range of 
50 < & < 200 mrads and has a counting rate equal to the Z° decay rate. Systematic 
effects are expected to limit the measurement at the <2% level. A second, less 
precise monitor, the mini-SAM, covers the solid angle 15 < 6 < 25 mrads and 
has a counting rate of approximately seven times the Z° decay rate. It provides a 
cross-check of the SAM and a higher rate which will make it useful as an on-line 
monitor. 

The limiting error for the Z° mass and width measurements comes from 
the knowledge of the collision energy, E^. Typical systematic errors coining 
from other sources are at the <10 MeV level. The SLC machine itself does 
not have provision for a collision energy measurement with anything approach-
icg this precision—the best absolute accuracy is < 300 MeV, To overcome this, 
the MARKII group has constructed and commissioned a pair of energy measur
ing spectrometers, one in the electron dump line (after collision the beams arc 
dumped) and another in the positron dump line. These spectrometers are capable 
of measuring both beam energies on a pulse-to-pulse basis providing a collision en
ergy error of <35 MeV/c 2 absolute (for Mx) and <30 MeV relative (for T,). The 
principle involved is illustrated in Fig. 14. The beam passes through a horizontal 
bend magnet which generates a horizontal sweep of synchrotron radiation. Next, 
the beam encounters a precisely calibrated spectrometer dipole magnet which pro
vides a vertical kick. Finally, *he beam encounters a second horizontal bend magnet 
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generating a second horizontal sweep of synchrotron radiation. The synchrotron 
radiation is monitored on a phosphorescent screen viewed by a digitizing camera 
system. Knowledge of the distance between the synchrotron stripes, the distance 
from the magnetic center of the spectrometer magnet to the digitizing screens and 
the spectrometer magnet J Bdi provides the beam energy. Figure 15 shows the 
phosphorescent screen digitizing system. The distance between the stripes is 27 cm 
and the accuracy of location of each strip is 80 fan. A wire array directly in front of 
the screens provides fiducial markers for monitoring the system. The spectrometer 
magnet was very carefully made and a precision of < 10 _* in fBdt was achieved 
in the laboratory. The Seld is monitored in situ with two independent systems (a 
flip coil and an NMR). 

Spectrometer 
Ouadrupols Magnet 

Doublet Vertical 

"CD 
Dump 

Synchrotron 
Light Monitor 

4-BT s j r i A i 

Fig. 14' Schematic drawing of the extraction line spectrometer for mea
suring the beam energy. 

Table III summarizes the contributions to the absolute and relative errors 
arising from the spectrometers. AH the entries are self-explanatory except possibly 
the last one. Motion of the beam coupled with the energy/position correlation of 
particles in the beam provide a systematic error correlated with the luminosity. 
Where the beams overlay fully, the total energy spectrum (as seen by the spec
trometers) is contributing to the luminosity. However, if the beams move apart 
somewhat, lowering the luminosity, the energy spectrum of the collision is not the 
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Fig. 15. Phosponacent screen synchroton light monitor system for the 
energy spectrometer. 

same as measured by the spectrometer. This is the origin of the last contribution 
given in the table. 

The spectrometers are fully operational devices and are read into the 
MARKII data acquisition system each event. On-line displays of the energy of 
each beam are available. A typical example of such a plot is given in Fig. 16. 
These spectrometers will play a central role in the initial SLC measurements. 

Another SLC tool, not yet operational, is the availability of a polarized e~ 
beam. An electron beam with 45% polarization will be available at the collision 
point for running in 1990. The physics advantages of such a tool are discussed 
later. 
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Table IlL Systematic errore in beam energy measurements. 

Error in E„n 

Source of Error Relative 

MeV 

Absolute 

MeV 

Laboratory field map 

Monitoring field 

X-ray detector localization of image (80 fi/27 cm) 

Magnet alignment 

5 

15 

5 

5 

15 

5 

Error in the single beam measurement 

Error in the center-of-mass measurement 

Beams at IP have an energy/position correlation 

15 MeV 

x/5x 15 
15 

20 MeV 

yfi x 20 

15 

Total Error 30 MeV 35 MeV 

46.05 

% 46.00 

C3 
DC 
LU 

UJ 45.95 -

45.90 
20 40 60 

EVENT NUMBER 
100 

Fig, 16. Energy of the electron and positron beams as measured by the 
extraction line energy spectrometer over a period of a couple of minutes. 
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5. T H E PHYSICS MEASUREMENTS 

We have developed the theoretical background and discussed the measur-
ables for testing the Standard Model. We have also given a brief description of 
the hardware available for the initial SLC running. It is now time to consider 
how the measurements will proceed and establish the precision with which infor
mation about Nature can be gleaned. As stated before, the simulations of the 
measurements have been done with the MARKII detector incorporating realistic 
analysis techniques and the generation of raw data which should therefore provide 
estimates of efficiencies and measurement errors which are close to what will be 
realized when data is available. Detailed discussions of these measurements can be 
found in Ref. 5(d). 

5.1 The Z° Mass and W i d t h 

Clearly the first order of business is to measure the resonance line shape 
and extract the resonance parameters. This is relatively straightforward involving 
measuring the normalized Z° decay yield at a series of different collision energies, 
namely a scan in Eem >B performed. Presumably the scan energy will begin with 
our best knowledge of the Z" mass which at present is close to 92 GeV. This is 
based on the recent analysis of all the world's data, both from deep inelastic lepton 
scattering and the pp collider, which has been done by Amaldi et al. 6 They find a 
value of M, (world average) = 91.8±0.9 GeV/c 2 which is very close to the UA2 
measurement of 91.5± 1.2±1.7 GeV/c 2 . 

Because the Z° is rather wide («2.5 GeV), large scan steps (1-2 GeV) 
arc appropriate. Figure 17 shows simulated experimental data for a scan. As 
discussed earlier, these data must be fit taking into account the effects of radiative 
corrections. Fortunately (see ftef. 4) Cahn 7 has come up with an analytic fitting 
function which extracts the resonance parameters, accounting for the radiative 
effects. Application of this fit introduces errors smaller than the measurement 
errors due to Ecm- Aside from statistics, the dominant error comes from the 
measurement of £„„. With 100,000 Z° one achieves this systematic limit. The 
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Fig. 17. A simulation of the data which would constitute a scan to map 
out ike Z° line shape. The Jit exhibits ike clear asymmetry which arises 
from the initial state Bremsstraklung. 

Table IV. Expected precision for I", and Mt as a function 
of the number of produced Z°'s. Statistical and system
atic errors are added in quadrature. The error in sin 2 9W 

coming from 6Mt is shown assuming Ar=0.07. 

#Z° Produced Width 
*r«(MeV) 

Mass 
W/,(MeV/c2) 

j sin2 #„, 

(Ar = 0.07) 

5-10 K 60 65 0.0004 

10-20 K 45 50 0.0003 

100 K 30 35 0.0002 

precision achieved for smaller data-sets is summarized in Table IV. One sees that 

even a modest sized data-set of 10,000 Za,s provides an impressive measurement 

of both Mx and Tx; Tx will be known to almost a third of a neutrino generation. 

With this level of precision for Mx, what do we learn about sin 2 0„, ? Taking 
into account electrowe&k radiative corrections, as typified by the loop diagrams in 
Fig. 18, one finds 
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Fig. 18. One-loop weak radiative corrections to the process e +e" 
z° -+JL 

2\L [l {l-*r)\MM(GeV)J J J sin 

where Ar — Ar (Mt, Mg<>, • - - loop masses) is the contribution from the radiative 
corrections. The largest uncertainty arises from the t quark as discussed in Ref. 8 
and summarized in Table V. Hence, lack of knowledge of Ar impedes extracting 
sin 3 9W from a measurement of Ma. However, if the t qnark mass is known, the 
next largest effect is doe to the Biggs mass, but this contributes a much smaller 
uncertainty to Ar. Aa an indication of the effective precision is sin 2 9W resulting 
from the Af» measurement, 5 sin 2 9W ie given in Table V assuming Ar = 0.07 (Mt = 
50 GeV/c 3). So, an additional measurement of sin 2 Bm will have to be made at the 
7." in order to untangle the effects of radiative corrections. 

Table V. Effect of the top quark 
mass on the size of the electroweak 
radiative corrections and thereby on 
ain2ew (Taken from Ref. 8). 

Mt 

GeV Ar sin 0,0 

45 0.0713 0.230 

90 0.0606 0.226 

150 0.0412 0.219 
200 0.0180 0.213 
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It is interesting to surmise what we can learn about Mt from an accurate 
measurement of Mt. Figure 19 b taken from Ref. 8 and plots contours of Mt versus 
Mt assuming the results from low energy data combined with a measurement of 
MM good to ± 100 MeV/c 3. If one uses the DAI top quark mass limit, and 
if Ma > 93.5 GeV/c 2 , this scenario implies there must be physics beyond the 
Standard Model. If M, < 90.5 GeV/c 2, Mt would have to be > 100 GeV/c 2, 

> 

300 

200 -

N 100 

T T — I 
MH«GeV 

100 
1000 

— . 10 Present Data 

UA1 Limit 
< 44 GeV 

1-SB 
S202A3S 

\ S S W A \ V fjy\vs? 

Fig. 19. Shown ie a 90% C.L. range allowed for Mt by combining 
existing data with a measurement Mz = M2

xpt± 100 Me V/c2, shown 
as a Junction ofM^*^ for three values of the Higgs-boson mass. Also 
shown are the UA1 limit Mt > 44 GeV and the 90% C.L. range Mz = 
91.8 ± 1.5 GeV allowed by existing data. (Taken from Ref. 8.) 

5»S Measuring sin 3 0 w 

We have seen that MM does not provide a direct measurement of sin2 0W 

because of the uncertainty in the size of the radiative corrections. Additional mea
surements of sin 2 d« are needed. Any measurement of a vector coupling measures 
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sin Jtf„: 

vf = T(-2Qfsiit29w . 

We recall the forward-backward asymmetry provides such a measurement. 

Consider first using the reaction Za -+ n+n~. ThiH has the advantage of a 
very simple, background-free topology. There is no need to identify the muons in 
Lin miion system because the only competing topological background is from Z" —• 
t+c~. But this has a very distinctive signal in the electromagnetic calorimeter 
(a 50 GeV electroti deposits about 42 GeV in the MARKII calorimeters while a 
5 n GeV muon deposits only 300 MeV/c) and hence the solid anfri? available for 
this measurement is set by the calorimeters (95% in the case of MARKII). The 
disadvantages of this channel are the small branching fraction (3%) and the small 
asymmetry (2% for sin 2 9W = 0.23, 4% for sin 2 6W = 0.22). In addition, the effects 
of the uncertainty in the collision energy are a large source of systematic error {see 
Fig. 7J. Propagating the statistical errors one finds the precision in sin 9W as a 
i'um Lion of the number of produced Z 0 , s in Table VI, where sin 2 Bw = 0.22 has 
been assumed. Large statistics are needed for a precision measurement of sin 0W 

lYom AF_g (or A'F_B). 

Table VI. The statistical error obtained for 
sin 2 $w from measurements of the p+/t~ 
and bb charge asymmetries. 

Produced 
6 sin2 6 

A>F-B 

v from 
Ab 
AF-B 

I0 5 0.006 0.008 

106 0.002 0.003 

How about using quark pair asymmetries? The reaction Z° —* bb is the 
most practical. The asymmetry is fairly large—11%—and the branching fraction 
lor Z° — 66 is also respectable at 13.6%. In contrast to the ^ + / i ~ channel, it is 
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about a factor of 2-3 times uwre difficult to get a cleanly tagged bb sample. Also, 
as discussed in Chap. 3, thiB channel is only half as sensitive to sin 6W as / J " V - , 

hut the systematic error from 6Ecm (see Fig. 7) is not large (< 1%). 

So the question arises as to how one tags Z" —*• bb. One utilizes the fact 
that B mesons, which are produced when the 6, b quarks fragment are long lived 
(r as] picosecoi.. t . The long B meson lifetimes generate secondary vertices in the 
detector. The presence of these secondary vertices can be used as an event tag 
by observing that the decay products at the secondary vertex do not extrapolate 
back to the primary vertex (see Fig. 20), but have a finite impact parameter: b. 
Simulations of the MARKU vertex detector system indicate that the efficiency 
for tagging a bb event using the large impact parameter secondaries is 40%. The 
fiortion of {charm) background in this sample is less than 10% of the signal. The 
algorithm used requires the event to have > 3 charged tracks with a measured 
impact parameter larger than 3ffj, (where at, is the impact parameter measurement 
error) and an invariant mass larger than 1.9 GeV/c 2 (to eliminate charm decays 
from cc events). 

Secondary Vertex 
B 4 — 3 Charged 

jr Prongs 

e-a4 b = Impott Porome'er of The 
48B3AH B Meson Decoy Product 

Fig. SO. The production and subsequent decay of a B meson indicating 
the primary vertex, secondary vertex and the impact parameter b of one 
of the B decay tracks. 

In order to measure Af_g-, one must be able to distinguish the b from the 
b. This is done by requiring a lepton in the event, the sign of the electric charge 
of the lepton tags that hemisphere as b or b. From simulations which incorporate 
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all of these requirements, one obtains errors for sin 0W given in Table VI. Again, 

large statistical samples are needed to get the required precision. 

The path to a high precision measurement of sin2#te with relatively low 
statistics is via the use of a polarized e~ beam where one gains a statistical advan
tage of a factor of ~50. The measurement of interest is the left-right polarization 
asymmetry which is the difference between the total Z° cross section for left-handed 
electrons colliding with uupolarized positrons and for right-handed electrons col
liding with un polarized positrons: 

a i - <rR 

A-L-R = ; 

_ 2Pt-atvc 

(«? + fe2) 

where Pe- is the e~ polarization (45%). AL-R = 7% for s i n 2 ^ = 0.23, 12% 

sin" 0,,,= 0.22. AL-R is independent of the couplings of the final state fermions 

and hence it has the maximum statistical power since one can use all the visible 

Z° decays for this measurement. The measurement is relatively simple, namely 

measuring a total cross section, and the limiting systematic error turns out to be 

the error in the polarization. Two polarimeters are being constructed, one uses 

MtiHer scattering another Compton scattering. A 5% error in the knowledge of 

Pe- is considered easy, 1% is possible but will be hard to achieve. As shown in 

Fig. 21, errors arising from the uncertainty in Ecm are negligible, AAi-x/A£Cm x 

.1596/100 MeV. The precision with which one measures Bin2 0W from AI-R is given 

in Fig. 22 (along with the expectation from A^_B) as a function of the number 

of produced Z 0 , 8 . For SPe- of 3%, an impressive systematic limit is reached ?» 

6am2S„ fa 0.0007 with a sample of 10 s Z°'s. 

5.3 Addi t ional M e t h o d s for Indirect ly Sensing New Physics 

The Z° width is a crucial indicator of physics beyond the 3-generation Stan
dard Model—an anomolous width with respect to the Standard Model prediction 
immediately signals new physics. So far we have discussed one way to measure Tz, 
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Fig. 2L The dependence oj AJ^R on Eon-

namely by mapping out the Z° line shape. It is interesting to ask whether we 
might have any cross checks of comparable accuracy as a way of verifying the di
rect 'measurement. It turns out that there are two measurements which can play 
this role; a)the so-called invisible width, T i w i t and b) r ( o ( extracted from the cross 
section for Z° -* t+t~ where (*• are charged leptons. 

r»B»w >s defined as the difference between the total width and the visible 

width: 

r mill's ~ 1 tat 1 via 

(Note that if r,B«M is entirely due to neutrinos N„ = ] 2 v 5 ' r / G / , J t f l r » n « " . w h e t e 

Nv is the number of massless neutrino species in the world.) Tvi, will get contri
butions from the charged leptons and the hadronic events, namely 

J"V»» = r e + e - + Tfi+n- + f r + r - + * had i 

where Thad may well contain "new physics." We will assume (quite legitimately) 
that we can use the Standard Model to calculate Tt+t- = (7^^1/24 V^r(t»? + ^)> 
leaving r f c a <j to be measured. If we run on the Za peak, Thad can be obtained by 

i i i r 
M z =94 GeV/c s 

J I I I 
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measuring the yield of hadronic events (N^d) and mu-pairs {NPli): 

la addition, recall from our theoretical discussion that 

flol = „ / V/ifi 

where we can measure o ^ in a run with luminosity C as 

Hence, if one measures the five quantities JV ,̂, yV̂ odi CPIH ̂ Aad and £, one can 
extract both r M and r,-»Ma. 

With Borne manipulation and patience the errors in Ttot and r, n v; f l can be 
obtained: 

where the © symbol means add in quadrature. Because of the Bmall branching 
fraction for Z" —* /*"*>~, AN^/N^ is the dominant error. Fortunately, it does 
not end up contributing significantly to ATmmf because of the small weighing 
factor {—l/ITiat + T^s) < */4Ttot. Simulations have been performed to establish 
the precision with which the efficiencies will be known and yield AcBai = l%t 

Acpji — 2%. We expect A£ = 296; 3% has been used for the estimates which are 
summarized in Table VII as a function of the number of produced Z°zs. For these 
estimates it is assumed that all three lepton states, /x +/i~,e +e~ and T+T~ can be 
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Table VII. The measurement errors for r,-n«i« and T^t as 
a function of the number of produced Z°'s. 

# Z ° ' s t « invis Ar l o l 

Produced MeV MeV 

1,000 105 156 

5,000 62 82 

10,000 54 67 

used for the measurement. One sees that for a 10,000 Z" sample size one has two 

powerful adjuncts to the 60 MeV width measurement obtained from fitting the 

line shape. 

If there is an indication of an anomolous, width, we will know that there 
must be new physics. But of course we don't know specifically what the new 
physics channel(s) is. One has to look directly for the visible topologies in the 
detector. In addition it should be evident that heavy particles which are produced 
in pairs ir> the usual way, whose masses are close to {but smaller than) Af,/2, will 
make relatively small contributions to IV These contributions can easily be less 
than the experimental resolution. As examples, a 45 GeV/c 2 fourth generation 
b quark would only contribute 37 MeV to Tlol, a 45 GeV/c 2 t quark, 13 MeV. To 
discover such physics likewise requires topological searches. If the measured width 
is anomolous, and no evidence is found for non-standard events, one will then 
know that the additional wtdt' nust arise from weakly coupled, stable neutral 
objects (i.e., neutrinos or sneutrinos) and confirmation would come from the r,n«ij 
measurement. 

6. S E A R C H I N G F O R T H E T O P Q U A R K 

There is not much phase space left for Z° —* it searches since we have 
an unambiguous limit from TRISTAN of Mt > 27.5 GeV/c2 and a somewhat 
less direct limit from UA1 of Mt > 41 GeVfc*. If indeed there are only three 
generations, the Standard Model is pushing us in the direction of higher top quark 
masses; certainly Mt < Mx(2 is hard to accommodate in the three-generation 
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Standard Model. Nonetheless, unambiguous experimental measurements are the 

final arbiter and hence we will certainly search for the top quark. Indeed, if nature 

is kind and Mt < Mzf2, a relatively small data set of several thousand Z°'a will 

provide a clean signal. 

There are several topological search procedures which have been studied. 
These procedures rely on the fact that the t quark is necessarily much heavier than 
the five known quarks. Clearly the background for the Z° —* tt searches comes 
from the hadronic decays of the Z° into the five light quarks and more specifically 
from events which contain gluon radiation. These events can simulate the "fatter" 
Z" -* tt kinematics. Two search methods ore presented here: the use of event-
shape parameters as an example of a poor technique and isolated leptons as an 
example of the search method of choice. 

The reason that event-shape parameters are "dangerous" is that they are 
subject to our lack of understanding of the fragmentation process, Different Monte 
Carlo models, all tuned to adequately fit the PEP/PETRA data, do not provide 
reliable or consistent background predictions in the kinematic region (multi-jet 
events) of interest to these searches. The variable most useful for isolating Za —*• H 
is the aplaoarity as defined in the sphericity tensor scheme. Aplanarity is a measure 
of the amount of momentum "out" of the event plane. Two-jet events from light 
quarks have very small aplanarity; light quark events can have large aplanarities 
due to gluon radiation. For the Z° —*• tt one naturally expects large aplanarities 
because of the heavy t-quark mass. 

Table VIII summarizes the results of \n analysis based on the use of apla
narity. For thJB simulation 101 events of the type Z° —• hadrons via the live known 
quarks were produced using three different QCD/fragmentation models and the 
events were reconstructed in the detector. A sphericity analysts was performed 
and events were excluded if the aplanarity was less than 0.12. The number of 
(background) eventB passing this cut are given in the first column of Table VIII. 
The problem alluded to above is now rather clear, namely the background estimates 
of the different Monte Carlo models vary by a large amount, especially when com-
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pared with the expected signal yields also given in Table VIII for different t quark 
mass assumptions. The number of Z° —* If events iB normalized to the 10* Z° 
hadronic events using the branching fractions in Table II (with Mt assumed to be 
93 GeV) augmented by the QCD radiative correction outlined in Ref. 9 and shown 
graphically in Fig. 23. One might argue that with enough hadronic Z decays, the 
Monte Carlos could be optimized to give a proper description of the Z° hadronic 
environment for the five known quarks. However! this cannot be done until one 
has a complete understanding of all the possible Bources of hadrons, i.e., searches 
foi new hadron sources must necessarily precede this optimization. 

Table VIII. The search for top using the shape parameter 
aplanarity. The first column summarizes the contributions 
from the background for three different Monte Carlo models. 
Note the large variation in the predictions of the different 
models. The test of the columns are the signal assuming 
different top masses. 

Mt # of Events 
Produced 

# of Events 
with Aplanarity > 0.12 

Background: 

Lund 0(o£) 

Lund Leading Log 

Webber Shower 

104 udscb 

(1.4 x 104Z°) 
10 ±3.5 

37 ±5.6 

76 ±9.0 

40 GeV/e2 512 112 
42.5 GeV/c2 372 82 

| 45 GeV/c2 240 40 | 

In summary then, the method of shape parameters is a poor way to proceed. 
This statement is not just true for the aplanarity—all the potentially useful shape 
parameters suffer the same fate. 

The use of large transverse momentum leptons, from quark leptonic de
cays, does not suffer from the uncertainties of fragmentation and is a clean, high 
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/fy. £$. The effects of QCD radiative corrections to the yield of Z" —* it 
events following the calculations of Ref. 9. 

efficiency method of finding top at the Z°. The Bignal topology involves tag
ging isolated electrons and/or muons coming from the decay sequence Z° —» ti\ 
t —*• 6 -f e(or n) + v%i —* hadron jets. Because of the large i quark mass, the 
resulting high momentum e and fi are often well isolated from the hadronic jets. 

The background comes potentially from Z° -+ fr6; b —• c + e{or /i) + i/t o —» 
hadron jets. However, in this case, even when the e or ft have high momentum, 
they are not isolated from the hadronic jets. 

A clean separation of the signal is obtained with relatively simple cuts which 
have good efficiency. Multiparticle events are selected which have a lepton (electron 
or muon) with transverse momentum [Pi) relative to the thrust axis larger than 
3 GeV/c. The hadrons axe then partitioned into jets nr £ a cluster algorithm. 
The lepton isolation parameter is then calculated for each jet (j) as follows: 

« = { £ « ( ! - * » *<j)}* , 

where £{ is the lepton i.iomentum and Oij is the angle between the lepton and 
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the axis of the jth jet: pj is effectively the invariant mass of the lepton-jet system 
assuming the jet mass to be 1 GeV/e 2. The lepton isolation parameter for the 
event is chosen aa 

fi = min{pj] . 

Figure 24 shdwB da/dp for a background sample of \0*Zo's decaying to the five 
light quarks ar"i for a sample of appropriately normalized Z —» ti events with 
Mt = 40 GeV/c 2. Both electrons and muooB are used in this analysis and both, 
the signal and background aire subject to the selection criteria given above. A 
cut at p > 1.8 GeV 1 ' 2 provides an efficient and clean Z° —» it signal. Pre
dictions of the background spectrum have been verified to be independent of the 
QCD/fragmentation model as indicated in Table DC which summarizes the sensitiv
ity of the selection technique for different (-quark masses. Again, Mt = 93 GcV/e 2 

was assumed for these simulations. 

The isolated lepton search procedure for Za —» tt is robust and particularly 
free of background. The efficiency is high enough that with 1,000 Z° events one 
would have a significant excess of events for Mt < 43 GeV/c 3, with 5,000 events 
one could explore the region very close to the kinematic threshold of Mx/2. 

Having found the signal described above, how does one know that the source 
is tt as opposed to say Hal The rate is not a useful means of separating these two 
possibilities, unless the mass is well known, QCD corrections are understood, and 
one bas large statistics. It turns out that it \& possible to distinguish these two 
scenarios as discussed in the next section. 

There are several possible ways to measure Mt once one has a signal. These 
include counting the yield of high P\ leptons, fitting the shape of the P% distribution, 
reconstructing the hadronic jet mass in the isolated lepton events... . All these 
methods suffer from one deficiency or another and yield typical mass uncertainties 
of about 2 GeV/c 2 for the mass range and event sample sizes (~10 4 Z°'s) discussed 
here. Presumably if a, precise measurement of Mt was needed, one could lower the 
beam energy and scan for toponium using the crudd mass measurement as aL 
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indicator of where to scan. A relatively large luminosity ( « 10 3 0cm~ 2sec~ 1) will 
be needed to find topomum in a reasonable time. In addition, if the toponium 
mass is very close to Af s/2, interference enacts greatly distort the toponium shape 
and make it impossible to find.5** 

In conclusion, the Za resonance is an excellent place to search for top as 
long as it is sufficiently low in mass to be produced. With 10,000 Z° events one 
would have sensitivity to masses up to Af*/2. The possible confusion between a 
top quark and a U quark is easily resolved. Mass estimates in the range of ± 
2 GeV/c 2 are possible. ; 
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Table IX. The search for top using the isolation criteria described 
in the text. The first column summarizes the contributions from 
the background for two different Monto Carlo models. The rest 
of the columns are the signal assuming different top masses. As 
described in the text, p > 1.8 GeV/c 2 and P% > 3 GeV/c are the 
primary analysis cutB for the isolated lepton. 

# of Events 
Produced 

# of bolated 
Leptoo Events 

Signal: 
Background 

Background: 
Lund Leading Log 

Webber 
10,000 udscb 

(1.4 x 1 0 4 2 O , B ) 
2.6 ±1.5 
3.3 ±1.9 

Mt = 40 GeV/c 2: 
Lund Symmetric 

Webber 
512 76 ±2.2 

74 ± 4.3 
25:1 

Mt = 42.5 GeV/c 2 

Lund Symmetric 
Lund Petersen 

372 61 ±4.7 
62 ± 1.5 

20:1 

Mt = 45 GeV/c 2 240 38 ±3.1 13:1 

Mt = 46 GeV/c 2 195 30 ±2.4 10:1 

7. IS THERE A "•' UKTH GENERATION? 

There are four obvious ways to search for a fourth generation of quarkB and 
Leptons: 

I. Find a Q = —1/3 quark and demonstrate that indeed it is a Q = —1/3 quark 

(i.e., its not the top quark). 

1. Find a 4th charged lepton. 

3. Measure the number of massless neutrino species to be > 3. 

4. Find a massive, neutral lepton. 

It is entirely possible that a 4th generation exists and that ail of its charged mem
bers are too heavy to produce at the ZQ. In this case one would have to rely on the 
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v counting experiments discussed in the previous section. This is also not infallible 
if the neutrino for tbe 4th generation is masaiv. Indeed the only way for a 4th 
generation to escape detection at the SLC would be if all its members had masses 
> Mz/2. We now consider the four possibilities suggested above. 

7.1 Searching for a Fourth Generation Q = - 1 /3 ,0 Quark 

Clearly the isolated lepton technique discussed for the top quark search in 
the previous section works equally well for the (f quark. These studies have been 
done and tbe same level of efficiency and cleanliness is achieved for U as for t. The 
issue then becomes whether these two possibilities are distinguishable? 

In the absence of a good measurement of the quark mass and reliable QCD 
radiative corrections to the production cross section, using the absolute rate will 
not be useful. However, if we assume that My < Mt (which is a safe assumption 
for this scenario), b' decays are distinguishable from t decays because they result 
in a lot of leading charm (D*'s) which is not true for i decays: 

b' -+c+W • t-*b+W . 

The b from the t will decay to charm, but these charm jets will not produce leading 
2?*'s. So the trick for distinguishing V jets from t jets is to tag JD^'S which carry 
a large fraction of the beam energy. D*'s can be tagged using the famous AM 
technique, but this method has a very low efficiency since specific low brandling 
fraction modes of the D° enter. As discussed in Ref. 10, an inclusive D* tag 
is possible if one recalls that the bachelor pion in the decay D** —• ir^D" has 
very little momentum transverse to the D* flight direction (< Pf > ~ 30 MeV/c). 
This can be contrasted with the typical fragmentation pion which has < Pt > of 
300 MeV/c. We use this low i^ as an inclusive tag for charm. 

In ~i'der to make this tag useful for separating ( and fc\ one must remove 
contamination coming from Z —» bb,cc. This can be done by making a series of 
cuts which favor the heavy quark events and discriminate against slow D*'s; * je 
full details can be found in Ref. 10. Multihadronic events are partitioned into jets 
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using a duster algorithm. Events with the event thrust > 0.9 are rejected. This 
cut favors the heavy quark events and discriminates Btiongly against Z° —* cc. 
Each charged track's P% is measured relative to the axis of the jet to -/nich it 
belongs. A further cut is made for candidate bachelor pions requiring them to 
have Z = Bw/Eamgter between 0J04 and 0.08 where E* and JSdwfor are the charged 
particle and cluster energy; respectively. This requirement discriminates against 
D* produced in 6 quark decays in which the bachelor pious are softer than these 
cuts permit, figure 25(a) shows the /** spectrum for charged particles in a sample 
of 500 events of the type Z-*lftt (A*V = 45 GeV/c 2). The events and charged 
particle candidates satisfy the criteria discussed above. One sees the clear excess 
of low Pt tracks coming from the D*'B superimposed on the typical fragmentation 
spectrum with slope ~ 300 MeV/c Figure 25(b) shows the same distribution for a 
sample of 7° —• ti events (Mt = 45 GeV/c 3) for which no hard D* component can 
be seer. Finally, Fig. 25(c) shows the Pf distribution for a sample of 104 decayts 
or Z* to the five light quarks plus 500 Z° —» Vtf decays. One sees that, even in 
the presence of the "standard physics", the tagging technique Las sufficient signal-
to-noise to distinguish between a Z —• tiV and Z —* it scenario. Thus, these two 
scenarios are distinguishable. It is worth noting that this inclusive method is about 
10 times more efficient than the more standard AM method. 1 0 In the same data 
set of 500 tfV events, 125 tagged D*± are found [Fig. 25(a)]. Applying the AM 
method and using as many D° decay modes as possible one findB 12 exclusively 
tagged events. 

If My < Afj/2, the b' quark is easily discovered at the SLC and it is 
distinguishable from the t quark. 

7.2. Searching for a Conventional fourth Generation 
Charged Lepton 

We consider, for the moment, a conventional charged heavy lepton with 
a massless neutrino partner. The production rate is relatively small, BF{Z" —• 
L+L~) = 3%f(0) where f(fi) Is given in Sec. 3 and fi is the L± velocity. f(fi) -» p* 
as Mi —* A/f/2, which greatly limits the production for £>* masses close to the 
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kinematic limit. We will assume that the L* decays via the standard weak inter
action which means (ignoring QCD corrections which are small) that BF{I^ —* 
£±vv) = 11% and BFfi,* -» hadrons) = 67%. 

Events containing a pair of acoplanar leptons (e^ft^ for example) would 
constitute an unambiguous signal. For small data sets this is impractical because 
of the low'statistical yield; only a handful of events are produced per 1Q5 Z0,6. 
Hence, one must utilize the larger branching fraction modes involving hadrons. 

Two topologies are envisaged as shown in Fig. 26. We refer to them as the 
l+N and N+N topologies as described in the figure caption. Clearly these topolo
gies (more particularly the N+N topology) will potentially have large background 
from the standard Z° —» hadrons eventB. In order to limit thit, background the 
analysis makes use of the substantial energy carried away by the neutrinos in the 
Z° ~* L+L~ events by requiring large missing energy. This is effective but the 
level of background is now model dependent. Applying an analysis of this type to 
the MARKII detector, one finds the signal to noise ratios given in Table X for two 
choices of L* mass. Both the N+N and 1+N topologies were used for this analysis 
and the data sample size was 20,000 produced Z°'s. 

Table X. Signal and Background yields for the Z° —» 
L+L~ search described in the text. These numbers 
correspond to 20,000 produced Z0,B. 

ML r* 30 GeV/c 2 ML = 40 GeV/c 2 

Signal 42 10 

Background 1.5 < 1 

Another analysis was done using only the 1+N topology, tbuB alleviating 
the concern about the model dependence of the background. Figure 27 gives the 
90% confidence upper limit obtained for the L* mass as a function of the number 
of produced Zats. 
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Fig. 26. Decay topologies used to search for Z" -* L+L~. 

H a 4th generation L* exists with a mass below A/ x /2, it can be discovered 

at the SLC. A data set of ~ 50,000 Z % is needed to cover the full mass range. 

7.3. Searching for a Heavy Neutral Lepton 

We consider now the example of a 4tb generation doublet 

( : ) • 

in which the L° is massive. The production of the neutral partner is in pairs, 

namely Z° -» L*L°y for which the branching fraction is BF(Z° -* L°L°) = 6% 

[0.25^(3+^)], where j? is the L" velocity. 

There are several scenarios to consider depending on the L° and L~ relative 

masses. 
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10,000 

Fig. 21. 90% confidence limits on the Z, ± mass as a function of the 
numbtt of produced Z° s. The analyses strategy is explained in the 
text. 

1. If ML* < Mi±, the L° is stable and will contribute to r i ( , v , a as discussed ear

lier. The amount it contributes depends on its mass, ATiavit = 1600.25/3 (3+ 

0 2)] MeV. 

2. If Af/.« > ML- then L" -+ L~W+ is possible and L~ will be stable. If this 
were indeed the scenario the Z° —• L°L° events would have a striking signa
ture in which each hemisphere would contain the hadronic fragments of the 
W decay plus as penetrating heavy "muon-like" particle. This "heavy muon" 
would easily be distinguished from the familiar low mass muon in both the 
TOF and dE/dx detectors. Such a signal topology would be unmistakable. 
This scenario also produces events of the type Z" —» L+L~ which for the 
same reasons of two back-to-back "heavy muons", has an unmistakable sig
nature. 
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3. The L" could also decay by mixing with a lighter generatjon(s) as indicated 

in Fig. 28(a). The mixing strength (Uu) determines the L° lifetime: 

M„ ^BF{L° -> L+vf) 
T,u- = TATT-) 12 MLJ \U«\ 

where £~ stands for r~,fi~ or e~. It would be most probable that the 

mixing would occur with the T, but there is no reason to exclude e or fi. The 

measured properties of the r (or e and ft) constrain the amount of mixing 

allowed which in turn puts lower limits on r/,o. It is not unreasonable to 

expect the L" to have a decay length of at least several multimeters. Of 

course if the mixing is very weak (and/or the mass is relatively small) the 

decay length could exceed the size of a detector. This decay scenario leads 

to striking signatures with no conventional backgrounds. The distinctive 

features are low multiplicity multiple and mixed type leptons with displaced 

vertices [see Fig. 27(b) and (c)]. The two interesting topologies are (a) four-

charged particle events in which the Wr1s both decay leptonically which occurs 

about 10% of the time and (b) events with two charged particles in one 

hemisphere and a jet of hadrons in the other hemisphere which occurs about 

40% of the time. The unusual mix of lepton types on the low-multiplicity 

side, coupled with the displaced vertices, will make these events unmistakenly 

anomolous. If indeed these heavy neutral leptons exist with masses below 

A/ x /2, a few thousand produced Z°'s is all that one needs to discover them. 

We can summarize the search for a 4th generation as follows: 

1. bf: is easily discovered in < 10* Z° if it can be produced. 

2. X*: if stable easily discovered; if unstable clear search topologies exist and 

& 50,000 Z 0 , s are needed to cover the full mas< range. 

3. L°: if stable it will contribute to r i n „ i S ; if unstable it is easily discovered 

with ~ few 1000 Z°\. 

4. VL±: a conventional, massless 4th generation neutrino will show up in the 

neutrino counting measurements of T'tot and r i n i . „ . 
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12-SS (C) 6802A13 

Fig. 28 (a) Schematic for La decay by mixing with a lighter generation, 
(b) and (c) Event topologies used in the search for L"L°, 

The only way for the 4th generation to elude detection at the SLC is if all 
four of the members have masses > A/,/2. 

8. SEARCHING FOR HIGGS SCALARS 

At the Bonn Conference in 1981, Okuii said that in his mind the outstanding 
experimental challenge was the search for scalars. He urged experimentalists to 
"drop everything" and devise cunning searches for the elusive scalars. To date no 
search has proven successful and it is interesting to speculate how one could search 
for the Higgs particles running at the Z°. 

The H° will couple to the heaviest fermions available and this feature will 
be used in any search for the H°. The decay rate for /f° —• / / is given by: 

dt _ GfMi{om2f 
dH ~ 1 6 J T 2 > ^ 

The decay rate depends on mi {rrtf is the fermion mass) and is isotropic. So if 
A/tfo < 2Mb, the H° will decay mostly to ce and T+T~. If 2mi < MRO < 2A/j 
then the H° will decay mostly to bb. These conclusions are summarized in Fig. 29. 
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How can we search for the HBt The process e+c" -» Z° -» H°H° is 
forbidden by spin-statistics. The process Zn —» H°f vanishes in first order because 
the 2* and 7 are "orthogonal"—in second order the rate ?« too small to be of any 
practical use. The most promising search channel seems to be Z° —» HZ0* —* 
liut+t~~ (see Fig. 30) which was firBt discussed11 by Bjorken and is also discussed 
in Ref. 12. The rate for this process is given by: 

1 dT(Z* -> H°£+{-) _ aF 
T(Z° - ft*?-) d\ft*t- ~ 4* sin2 0W cos2 0W 

where 
_ lOJb2 + 10A2 + 1 + (k2 - A2)[(l - fc2 - A 2) - 4* 2 A 2 ] ' / 2 

( 1 - A 2 ) 2 

Mf+f- = tepton pair mass 

k = MLIMz* 

This relative rate, integrated over Mt+t-, is plotted as a function of Myo in Fig. 31. 
Also shown for comparison is the rate for Z° —* H0i(. BF(Z° —* fi+/i~) = 3%, 
so one sees that for MBo ss 20 GeV/c 2, BF{Z° — H°t+e-) w 3 x 10" 5, a yield 
of 30 events for 10* Z° events. Unfortunately, the rate drops off very rapidly with 
increasing mass and for masses above ~ 40 GeV/c 2 the measurement becomes 
severely rate limited. 

The H°t+t~ signal must be sought in the presence of an enormous back
ground from Z° -* hadrons. For Mgo % 20 GeV/c 2 there are as 104 Z° -» hadron 
events per Z° —• H^t^i~ event! Luckily the event topology is very favorable 
and a measurement indeed seems possible. Many of the detector groups5 at SLC 
and LEP have studied the experimental problems and their conclusions are pretty 
uniform. We chose here in the MARK II study. 

The favorable topology arises from the fact that most of the energy in the 
process ZP —* H^t^t" goes to the virtual Z°-and hence the two leptons which result 
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Fig. 29. Decay modes of the neutral Higgs boson as a function of its mass. 

Fig. 30. The process e+e" - t Z° -» Ha£+£-. 

from the decay of the virtral Z° have very high invariant mass and momenta. The 
H° is produced with a fairly small fraction of the available energy and will decay 
mostly into two quark jets. In addition there is very little correlation between the 
H° direction and the e + or e~ direction and in most eventB the e* will be well 
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Fig. SI. The decay rate for Z° -» Hae+e~ or Z° -» H°fi+(r relative 
to Z° —* fi+(*~ which has a branching fraction of 5%. 

separated from the H6 de-ray products. The topology is schematically shown in 

Fig, 32. 

Electron (moon) 

Anti-quork 
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Fig. 32. A schematic representation of the topology oftheZ0 —* / / 0 f"£~ events. 
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The main source of background comes from the process Z° —* ti where 

boll) thr- t and i decay semi-leptonically. However, requiring the angle between 

the sphericity axis of the hadronic system (all particles except the £* and i~) and 

the leptons to be J£. 200 mrad virtually eliminates this background for A/go £ 

40 GeV/ r - . This cut loses very little signal (ss 6%) because there is virtually no 

correlation between the direction of the leptons and the hadronic sphericity axis. A 

small residual background from two photon production exists as discussed below. 

The mass of the hadronic system (the fi°) is obtained from the missing mass 

recoiling against the lepton pair. The experiment can be done with eitlier a e+e~ or 

(i*H~ lepton pair providing that the energy resolution of the leptons is sufficiently 

good to see a peak In the missing mass. T h e missing mass recoiling against the 

f + e ~ pair is shown in Fig. 33 for the MARK II simulation for Higgs masses of 10, 

25, and 35 G e V / c 2 . Clear signals are seen. Also shown is the background from the 

two photon process. A similar result is obtained from the fi+n~ channel, although 

the missing mass resolution is somewhat worse. Ten events in the combined c + e ~ 

and ^ + / i ~ channels would constitute a discovery. Table XI summarizes the number 

of Z°'s needed for 10 detected events as a function of the Higgs mass. 
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Fig. 33. The Higgs signal from Z° -+ H°e+e . The expected back
grounds arc also shown. 
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Table XL The number of Z0,s required to pro
duce 10 detected events as a function of the Higgs 
mass. The missing mass resolution for the Z° —* 
c +e~H" channel is given. 

MH°{GeV) # Z/10 Events <7m(e+e-) GeV/c 2 

4 2 x l 0 4 1.2 

10 2 x 10 5 1.1 

25 6 x 10 s 0.9 

35 2 x 10 6 0.7 

Assuming tNc search was successful and we found a peak in the recoil mass 

spectrum, how do we know that we have discovered the Higgs scalar? We would 

have to verify that the signal decayed isotropically and that the couplings favored 

the heaviest fermion pair available. 

We can measure the decay angular distribution as follows. First, we would 
reconstruct the two-jet directions from the particles associated with the jets. From 
the £+ an J £~ momenta we can reconstruct Pga. Knowing MJJO and Pjfe, we can 
transform the jet directions into the H° center of mass and plot the decay angular 
distribution. (This method will work as long as we can make the assumption that 
the decay angular distribution is symmetric about 6* = 90°. This is because we 
don't know how to distinguish the jet from the anti-jet [0* from ff — 8*} and hence 
by plotting both we are assuming a symmetric decay distribution. Realistically the 
major problem with this procedure will be the limited statistics. Optimistically 
one might have w 50 events to play with. 

Now, how about measuring if the coupling is proportional to m \1 Here the 

procedure would depend on Mgo. Suppose, as is likely, that Mna > 10 GeV/c 2 

in which case H° —* bb almost exclusively (see Fig. 29). As discussed in Sec. 5.2, 

using a vertex detector one can expect to tag events containing two 6 jets wilh 

an efficiency it 40%, and this with very little contamination from c jets. This can 

be done because the b quark has a long measured {~ ] psec) lifetime. So one 
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would subject the H^t+t- candid?',< events to this test and if indeed half (= tag 

efficiency) the events were tagged as having a b jet, one would feel fairly confident 

that the H° decayed predominantly to 66. If A/#o < 10 GeV/c 2 the obvious signal 

to look for would be H° —* T+T~. 

To summarize the H° search then, it is probable that if Mjfo & 40 GeV/c 2 

it can be found at the Z° . We will require a machine with excellent luminosity 
- (£) > 10 3 0 cm" 2 s e c - 1 to achieve a mass search region of £ 40 GeV/c 2 . With 
sufficient statistics ( £ 50 events) the Ha decay angular distribution and coupling 
can probably be inferred. 

9. PHYSICS B E Y O N D T H E MINIMAL S T A N D A R D MODEL 

9.1 The Higgs Sector 

There is no compelling reason to assume the minimal Higgs scheme with 
one doublet (four fields); a two doublet scheme as discussed in Sec. 3 is quite 
permissable. In such a symmetry breaking scheme one has five physical scalars— 
two neutral scalars //f,,r7|, one pseudoscalar h°, and two charged Higgs particles, 
H^. For decay purposes the usual rule applies—couplings are largest for the 
heaviest fermion decay products permissable. 

The search for //£, U\ proceeds exactly as descirbed before except that in 
the non-minimal case the 7.5 GeV/c 2 lower limit on the H° mass no longer applies. 
Searching for H° below 7.5 GeV/c 2 has the advantage of increasing production rate 
(see Fig. 31). However, for masses below a few GeV/c 2 , two-photon backgrounds 
begin to present a significant problem. 

H* are produced in pairs via the reaction Z* —* H+H~ with a branching 

fraction BF{Z° -* H+H~) = 1.5% 0 s , where 0 is the velocity to the H±. From 

PETRA experiments, it is known that Mg± > 15 GeV/c 2 and therefore the dom

inant decay mode, will be / / * —* be (fts 75%) with the next most favored decay 

mode being H* —» r^vT. Therefore, most of the events (RS 53%) coming from 

Za —* H+H~ will be four-jet events. The topologically more attractive modes 
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involving r's are considerably less probable. Given the relatively small production 
rate (especially at larger masses) one will most likely focus attention on the four-
jet topology. Higher order QCD will produce four-jet events in standard hadronic 
decays at a rate of « BF(Z° —*• hadrons)a$ w 1.5%, comparable to the rate of 
signal events. However, a series of cuts have been developed which provide suf
ficient suppression of this background, that statistically significant signals can be 
extracted with Z 20,000 ZD's. 

The analysis5"1 requires that the events he partitioned into four jets. Using 

a x2 optimization procedure one can chose the best combination of two pairs of jets 

which fits the hypothesis of pair production of two equal masB objects. The jets are 

required to be relatively well separated (not true for the majority of QCD four-jet 

events) and the calculated H*(H~) momentum vector is required to point into the 

well instrumented region of the MARKIL Given the assignment of the jets to the 

H+ and H~~ hemispheres, an average mass can be calculated for each event. 

The distribution of this mass is shown in Fig. 34 for the background and three 
different H^ mass hypotheses. Ten thousand Z°'s were assumed in the simulation. 
At the 10,000 Z° event level, indications of the H± Bignals appear above the 
background. With 50,000 Z 0 , s , # * in the masB range from 15 -* Mx}2 GeV/c 2 

would not be missed. 
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9.2. Supersymmetry 

Supersymmetric theories (SUSY) provide a natural solution to the hierachy 

problem of the Standard Model by introducing a bosonic (fercnionic) partner for 

every fermtonic (bosonic) particle in the Standard Model spectrum. This enlarged 

fermion and qcaJar constituent spectrum provides an opportunity to test Nature 

for the validity of SUSY. SUSY also contains, at a minimum, two Higgs doublets 

and therefore five physical Higgs particles, as discussed earlier. 

Production cross sections for the partners of the normal fermions are char

acteristic of scalars, namely: 

Here, » indicates a SUSY scalar whose normal partner IB denoted by / . However, 

there are two SUSY partners for each normal fermion; so in reality 

and 

dcos$ 2P f f 

So, if AU < Afz/2, SUSY scalars could add considerably to the width of tb. Z°-
As we said previously, if Tz is too wide there could be many reasons for it. One 
would have to search for each possibility separately. 

Scalar leptons with Af) < Mt/2 will be produced at a rate BF(ZQ —* 

f+i~) = l j % # 3 where 8 is the scalar lepton velocity. Presumably f* —» I* 7 

and, assuming the 7 is stable, one gets a very distinctive signature—namely events 

at the Z° which have two high energy leptons ( e + e~ , /i+(i~ or T+T~) with large 

missing Pt and energy. The presence of a stable, light particle (7) in the decay 

chains of all the SUSY particles implies that SUSY events are characterized by 

missing Pt and pnergy. This is a key element in the search for SUSY signatures. 
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Backgrounds arise from normal dilepton ( e + e - , / i + / x -

1 r + r " ) production, 

but these are relatively easily eliminated by requiring large missing Pt and energy. 

The main problem is statistics, the 03 factor provides an increasing barrier as 

one probles closer to Mx(2. Since the present limit on Me is larger than M*/2, 

.he most sensible channel to search for is Z° —• £ + j i~ . For M& = 35, 40 and 

43 Gev/c 3 one produces 41, 18 and 7 pp. events respectively per 10 4 Z°\ detected 

events will be half these numbers due to the analysis cuts. There is sensitivity up 

to the kinematic limit of Mx/2 given a data set of & 50,000 Z°'e; far fewer Z°'s 

are needed to discover a jt »??th a mass of 40 GeV/c 2 . Note that Z° —* f + f ~ can 

be similarly pursued—the main difference being that the detector efficiencies are 

somewhat lower. 

The story is similar for the scalar quarks where instead of acoplanar two-

particle eventB comprising the signal, acoplanar two-jets are sought. The back' 

ground comes from standard Za —• hadrons which can be removed with cuts in 

missing Pt and energy. Background estimates are relatively small, but do depend 

to some extent on the details of the QCD simulation models. Production rates are 

relatively large; BF(Z° — ui) = 6.6% £ 3 , BF[Z° ~* dd) = 5.3% /?3 where 0 ie 

the quark velocity. The scalar quark will decay to a quark and a gluino or 7 and 

hence on1! has events with two jets which are not back-to-back but have substantia) 

missing Pt and energy. A sample of 20,000 Z°'s is sufficient to cover searches over 

the full kinematic range. 

For scalar neutrinos BF(Z° —* v&) ~ 3% 03 where 0 is the v velocity. 

In order to discuss this channel further requires a decay scheme for tb<* v. The 

schemes are complicated by the fact that one has no idea of the sea' u electron, 

scalar t \ . . . masses. Certainly a prominent decay mode will be v —* t"7, an invisible 

mode which could have a branching fraction ~ 0.6. There are also multiple charged 

particle modes possible as shown in Fig. 35 taken from Barnett et al . 1 3 How much 

will ZQ —• v& contribute to t i e v counting experiment? The contribution per 

SUSY species relative to a v species will be 
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where 1 have used BFlv —»1/7) ~ 0.4. In all likelihood then, it will be hard to see 

a scalar */ species in the neutrino counting experiment. However, the possibility 

that scalar neutrinos exist could place systematic limits on how well one would 

measure NP. 

Fig. 35. Possible decay modes for v —» multiple charged particles taken 
from the model of Barnett et at., Ref IS. 

The multicharge der.ays shown in Fig. 35 coukl generate some spectacular 
events at Z°. The topology 

Zo - = 

' — • p«e * " + e ' 7 

would yield an electron and positron in one hemisphere of the detector and nothing 
else! Even if BF(v -» i> ee +e~7) « 10~ 3, 10 5 Z°'a would yield ~ 4 such events! 
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Another interesting topology would be 

I » {/n/ 

•—• e'qqg , 

yielding an elecLron. two quark jets and a gluiao in one hemisphere and 
nothing visible recoiling against them. The electron energy is expected to be large 
{{Pe} « 8 GeV) making them easy to detect. Certainly, if SUSY is correct, there 
is a chance that we could see some spectacular events at the Z° . 

What about the charginos UJ ± , A* which are the spin 1/2 partners of the 

IV± and H*. Since they couple weakly, these particles look like heavy leptons L* 

discussed earlier. They decay via 

vorqq . 

The decay will be the same as Z.* —* W±u except for effects arising from large 7 
mass. How are they distinguished from £*? Consider for the moment the unmixed 
case for which the weak couplings are 

v = (TM + T3R - 2<?sin2 6W) 

« = Tn — T3R 

with 
T3L = TZR = ±1 for TO* 

TiL = nR = ±l/2 loth* . 

Hence v w ± = 1.56, v^-k = 0.56, and aw± = a&± = 0. So, for this unmixed case 

and 

= 96 

T(Z° -> h+h-) _ 
r(Z0-^r+r~) 
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Hence, oharginos could add as much as ~ 33% to Tg. The search for w*, A* 

proceeds exactly as the search for £,* discussed earlier. 

Mow dues one distinguish the L* from the ui*, A* 7 Their weak interactions 

are very different! The charge asymmetry is 

*r,atvjaj 
Af-B = — 

= 4.3% for / > , 

= 0 for ur*1, fc* in the unmixed case. 

We have considered the simplest unmixed case. Suppose the tw* and A* 

are maximally mixed in stales u'j and w>. Then 

and 

>»r_ f l = 14% 

Of course, we have no guidance from the theory as to what level of mixing, if any. 
there is. 

10. CONCLUSIONS 

1 have chosen in these lectures to highlight the more speculative or discovery-
oriented measurements because they exemplify the potential of the SLC physics 
program to make a significant impact on our understanding of Nature. In particu
lar what emerges is the diversity of central issues which can be confronted with a 
data set as small a* I 0* Z°*s. Many leading questions are probed at this level, the 
least impressive being the neutral Higgs sector where sensitivity to masses in the 
40 GeV/1- range require a data set on (lie order of 106 Z°*s. As one moves towards 
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data sets in the 10 s Z° range, there is the potential t o study any new physics which 

has emerged at the 10* level, as well as benefit from what will be very substantial 

samples of 2° decays to the conventional, known leptons and quarks. Considerable 

"bread and butter'" physics will be possible which will greatly add to our present 

knowledge of the details of the Standard Model. 

In the absence of C~ polarization, very precise tests of the eleclrowt'ak 

structure require large (10 f i Z°'s) statistics. However, having an electron beam 

with 45% polarization enhances one's sensitivity by a factor of about 50. 

Finally, the Z° is a new frontier and surprises could well be lurking let's 

hope so. 
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